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Abstract: We introduce group field theory networks as a generalization of spin networks
and of (symmetric) random tensor networks and provide a statistical computation of the
Rényi entropy for a bipartite network state using the partition function of a simple inter-
acting group field theory. The expectation value of the entanglement entropy is calculated
by an expansion into stranded Feynman graphs and is shown to be captured by a Ryu-
Takayanagi formula. For a simple interacting group field theory, we can prove the linear
corrections, given by a polynomial perturbation of the Gaussian measure, to be negligible
for a broad class of networks.
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1 Introduction
Tensor networks algorithms from condensed matter theory [13, 19, 53, 68, 69] have recently
experienced a massive impact in quantum gravity as new powerful tools for investigating
the nature of spacetime at the Planck scale and its holographic properties. In the AdS/CFT
framework, the Ryu-Takayanagi formula, together with the geometry/entanglement corre-
spondence [27, 62, 65, 67] have led to a new constructive approach to holographic duality,
today further captured by the AdS/MERA conjecture [64], suggesting an interpretation
of the geometry of the auxiliary tensor network decomposition of the quantum many-body
boundary state as a representation of the dual spatial geometry. The use of tensor networks
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in this sense has produced a new constructive approach [37], where the key entanglement
features of some holographic theory can be captured by classes of tensor network states.
In non-perturbative approaches to quantum gravity, including Loop Quantum Gravity
(LQG) and Spin Foam Models [3, 55, 61, 66] and their generalization in terms of Group
Field Theories (GFT) [30, 44, 47], pre-geometric quantum degrees of freedom are encoded
in random combinatorial spin-network structures, labeled by irreducible representation of
SU(2) and endowed with a gauge symmetry at each node. Such spin-network states can be
understood as peculiar symmetric tensor networks [38, 63], and tensor network techniques
have found a number of quantum gravity applications [20, 21, 23, 24]. A discrete spacetime
and geometry is naturally associated with such structures, at a semi-classical level, and
their quantum dynamics is related to (non-commutative) discrete gravity path integrals
[5, 6, 34, 35]. The outstanding issue is then to show the emergence of continuum spacetime
geometry and GR dynamics from the full quantum dynamics of the same pre-geometric de-
grees of freedom, which in fact describe a quantum spacetime as a peculiar sort of quantum
many-body system [14, 43, 45]. In this sense, tensor network techniques have been largely
exploited in relation to the problem of spin foam renormalization in the context of Loop
Quantum Gravity [20, 21, 23, 24], as well as quantitative tools to analyse the entangle-
ment structure of spin-networks and look for classes of spin-network states with correlation
and entanglement properties compatible with well behaved geometries in the semiclassical
interpretation.
More recently, tensor network representation schemes have been exploited to extract
information on the non-local entanglement structure of the spin-network states and to
understand the effects of the local gauge structure on the universal scaling properties of
the holographic entanglement, in the background independent context [33]. Along this
line, a precise dictionary between random tensor networks and group field theory (GFT)
states was defined by some of the authors in [18], and used as a basis for a first derivation
of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [62] in a non-perturbative quantum gravity context. This
dictionary also implied, under different restrictions on the GFT states, a correspondence
between LQG spin-network states and tensor networks, and a correspondence between
random tensors models [29] and tensor networks.
The generalized tensor field-theoretic formalism of GFTs has been successfully used to
recover the statistical behavior of a special class of random tensor network (RTN) states,
in the large dimensional regime [37]. Idealized versions of RTNs, so-called pluri-perfect
tensors, recently attracted a great deal of attention in the holographic context, as they
can simultaneously satisfy the Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula for a subset of boundary
states [54], they can be used to define bidirectional holographic codes [71], error correction
properties of bulk local operators [1], and to investigate sub-AdS locality. In this sense, a
fully developed dictionary hold strong promise for a new interplay between non-perturbative
quantum gravity, AdS/CFT and quantum information theory.
Conversely, the provided correspondence between group field theory (GFT) many-body
states and large dimensional random tensor network, has allowed to reproduce standard
techniques of random state averaging in the non-perturbative quantum gravity context, by
means of a mapping to the evaluation of the partition function of a simple group field theory,
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understood as a peculiar statistical quantum many-body system. In the preliminary study
provided in [18], this analysis was limited to the case of a non-interacting GFT model. For a
given GFT model, interaction kernels give the vertices of the spin foam, which can be naively
seen as nodes of the bulk tensor network corresponding with the Feynman diagrams of the
theory. In this sense, it is natural to wonder whether the presence of “bulk” interaction may
leave an imprint on the expression of the holographic area law, in relation to deformation
of the minimal surface.
In this paper, some of the results presented in [18] are re-derived and presented from
a different perspective, hoping that this will facilitate their comprehension from a deeper
and different angle. We then perform the calculation of the entanglement entropy for the
simple interacting group field theory, corresponding to Boulatov’s model for topological 3d
gravity [12, 41]. From the statistical-mechanics point of view, the interacting model realizes
a general non-Gaussian probability distribution over random tensor networks, which can
be further exploited to characterize deviations from the perfect tensor behavior. Section 2
introduces the statistical treatment of the group field theory field, i.e. the basic dynamical
field of a given GFT model, focussing on the relation, in terms of entanglement, between
tensor fields and GFT fields. In Section 3 the notion of entanglement entropy for a bipartite
network state is quantified by the measure of Rènyi entropy and it is shown how, via replica
trick, this quantity can be computed in terms of two auxiliary variables, Z(N)0 and Z
(N)
A ,
respectively defining the Nth-power of the whole and reduced tensor network density matrix
partition functions, graphically described in terms of stranded contraction patterns.
Building on the group field-theoretic description, we then consider a statistical eval-
uation of the entanglement entropy, which, in the assumption of large dimension of the
tensorial leg space H, reduces by the concentration of measure phenomenon to the compu-
tation of a ratio of partition functions expectation values. The quantities Z(N)0 and Z
(N)
A can
be expanded in Feynman amplitudes corresponding to stranded diagrams. Their asymp-
totic behavior for large dim[H] is, however, captured only by the diagrams with maximal
divergence degree. In Section 4 we define strategies to identify such maximal divergent
diagrams, where we derive bounds of the divergence degree by the topology of the Feynman
graphs. We study the maximum face number for different types of networks in a class of
diagrams that we call locally averaged diagrams. The maximally divergent diagrams in this
class are analysed by first restricting to the free sector of the theory. In this setting, for the
case of a unique minimal surface separating two boundary regions the mamxima are unique.
Maximal divergent patterns for the case of multiple minimal surfaces are further discussed
in Appendix A. We therefore consider the effect of a specific class of interactions in Section
5, by looking at a minimal perturbation of the free case given by a single interaction process.
In this setting, we determine the maximal face numbers for the case of interaction kernels
involving nodes incident to minimal surfaces. We find that the divergence degree of the
diagrams induced by single local interaction processes is lower than in the free theory case,
and we can find maximal divergent pattern only for a set of situations, where the network
graph can be coarse-grained to a nontrivial tree structure.
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2 Random Group Fields and Tensor Networks
Group field theories (GFTs) are quantum field theories defined on product spaces of groups,
defined by combinatorially non-local kernels [42, 44, 47]. GFTs provide a higher-rank gen-
eralization of matrix models with quantum states given by regular d-valent, graphs1 labeled
by group or Lie algebra elements, which can be equivalently represented as (d− 1)-cellular
complexes. The quantum dynamics is defined by a vacuum partition function, whose pertur-
bative expansion gives a sum of Feynman diagrams dual to d-cellular complexes of arbitrary
topology. The Feynman amplitudes for these discrete histories can be written either as spin
foam models or as simplicial gravity path integrals [2, 55]. In the forthcoming derivation
of the RT formula, we will consider GFTs defined in terms of a (complex) bosonic field
φ(g1, . . . , gd) on G×d/G, specifying to the case d = 3 and G = SU(2).
As a first step, we shall introduce group fields as generalizations of tensors, with the
aim of strengthening the concept of entanglement as a unifying construction principle for
both. We then introduce a generalization of random tensors in terms of GFT fields and
derive group field network states as random variables dependent on field configurations.
2.1 From Tensors to Group Fields
A rank-d tensor is an array of Nd complex numbers2, which is modeled by a field on the dth
cartesian product of an index set with cardinality N . Each such index set can be enriched
to represent the cyclic group ZN = {|1〉 , ..., |N〉}, with the group relation induced by:
|k〉 ◦ |l〉 := |(k + l) mod N〉 ∀ |k〉 , |l〉 ∈ ZN (2.1)
Following this intuition, we define a rank-d tensor as a field on a product group and gener-
alize it afterwards to the case of more general group fields.
Definition 1. A rank-d tensor |T 〉 with index cardinality N is a complex field on d copies
of the cyclic group ZN :
|T 〉 : Z×dN → C
Let Hd,N be the space of tensors with fixed rank d and index cardinality N . Neglecting
the structure of the cyclic group, Hd,N is reduced to CNd . The linear structure, the scalar
product and the completeness of CNd establish Hd,N to be a Hilbert space. A basis of Hd,N
is chosen by |i1, ..., id〉, defined as:
|i1, ..., id〉 (j1 × ...× jd) = δi1,j1 · ... · δid,jd (2.2)
With respect to this basis, we decompose a tensor |T 〉 into its components Ti1...id , which
1including disconnected ones
2These numbers can be understood as coefficients in a basis decomposition, where for each rank a basis
of cardinality N is chosen.
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a) b)
|i1〉 ∈ H(1)1,N
|i2〉 ∈ H(2)1,N
...
|id〉 ∈ H(d)1,N
Entangling |T 〉
|i1〉
|i2〉
...
|id〉
|φ〉
|φ1〉
|φ2〉
...
|φd〉
Figure 1. Superposition of d leg space product states |i1〉 × ... × |id〉 with the weights by Ti1...id
results in the tensor state |T 〉. The nonentangled product states are visualized by nonconnected
legs, in contary to the entangled node states a) |T 〉 and more general group fields b) |φ〉 as one
connected component.
introduces an isomorphism to CNd :
|T 〉 =:
∑
i1,...,id∈ZN
Ti1...id |i1, ..., id〉 (2.3)
By decomposition of the basis elements in (2.2), we factorize the Hilbert space Hd,N in d
spaces H(l)1,N , which we refer to as leg spaces :
Hd,N =
⊗
l=1,..,d
H(l)1,N , |i1, ..., id〉 = |i1〉 × ...× |id〉 (2.4)
Each leg space H(l)1,N has an induced Hilbert structure and a basis {|il〉}, whose product
forms the basis elements (2.2) of the tensor space H1,N . A generic tensor |T 〉 is given by an
arbitrary superposition of the chosen basis elements and generally does not decompose as
a product state in the leg spaces. In this case, we say that |T 〉 is entangled with respect to
the given Hilbert space factorization. Identifying Hd,N with the space CNd , this amounts
to an impossible decomposition of an array Ti1...id into a product of one-dimensional arrays∏
l T
(l)
il
. To visualise this behavior, we model the state |T 〉 in figure 1 as a node with
associated d ordered open legs l representing the Hilbert spaces H(l)1,N .
Moving one step further, one can consider the extension of the index set from a discrete
cyclic group to a general locally compact group G. Although this results in dealing with
infinite dimensional leg spaces H, we can use the left Haar measure µ of G 3 to lift the
decompositions (2.3) to more general integrals.
Definition 2. Let G be a locally compact group with the normed left Haar measure µ of its
elements. A rank-d group field φ is a µ×d-integrable field over d copies of the group G:
φ : G×d → C , (g1 × ...× gd)→ φ(g1, ..., gd) ∈ C (2.5)
such that ||φ||2 :=
∫
G×d
φ(g1, .., gd)φ(g1, .., gd)dµ
×d(g1, ..., gd) <∞ (2.6)
3Since G is locally compact, there exists a left-invariant Haar measure [70].
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If we take G as the cyclic group ZN , the notion of group fields reduces to tensors, where
integrability with respect to the discrete Dirac measure µ is satisfied for all fields considered
in definition 1. Analogously to the space Hd,N of tensors, the space of integrable group
fields carries a Hilbert structure induced by the space L2(G×d, µ×d) of l2-normed fields. The
demand of integrability for φ ensures the finiteness of the inner product on L2(G×d, µ×d)
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
〈φ|ψ〉 :=
∫
G×d
φ(g1, ..., gd)ψ(g1, ..., gd)dµ
×d(g1, ..., gd) ≤ ||φ|| · ||ψ||| <∞ (2.7)
A group field φ is therefore understood as a state |φ〉 in the infinite dimensional Hilbert
space L2(G×d, µ×d). Dirac’s delta symbols 〈g1, ..., gd| in the associated dual space, which we
used to define a basis decomposition (2.2) in case of tensors, do not correspond to elements
in L2(G×d, µ×d). For the following we understand them as distributions acting on the group
field space L2(G×d, µ×d):
〈g1, ..., gd| ∈
(
(L2(G×d, µ×d)
)∗
, 〈g1, ..., gd|φ〉 = φ(g1, ..., gd) (2.8)
Also the Hilbert space L2(G×d, µ×d) admits by construction a factorization into leg Hilbert
spaces L2(G,µ)(l), which correspond to a product decomposition of the distributions (2.8)
into distributions 〈gl| affecting single variables:
L2(G×d, µ×d) =
⊗
l=1,...,d
L2(G,µ)(l) , 〈g1, ..., gd| = 〈g1| × ...× 〈gd| (2.9)
With the established factorization of the group field Hilbert space, we are now able to
generalize the notion of entanglement with the use of Dirac distributions instead of basis
decompositions:
Definition 3. A group field theory state |φ〉 ∈ L2(G×d, µ×d) is called unentangled with
respect to the factorization L2(G×d, µ×d) =
⊗
l=1,...,d L
2(G,µ)(l), if there is a collection of
group fields {|φl〉 ∈ L2(G,µ)}dl=1 such that |φ〉 = |φ1〉 × ...× |φd〉, i.e. it holds:
〈g1, ..., gd|φ〉 =
d∏
l=1
〈gl|φl〉 ∀g1 × ...× gd ∈ G×d (2.10)
If there is no such collection, the field |φ〉 is called entangled.
Entanglement with respect to the decomposition of group field spaces into a collection
of field spaces on smaller product groups is thus an analogous concept to the case of tensors
on discrete groups, with the difference just lying in a more general perspective by distribu-
tions compared to basis decompositions. For the sake of simplicity we will treat the Dirac
distributions 〈g1, ..., gd| in the following as elements |g1, ..., gd〉 of the space L2(G×d, µ×d),
thus their evaluations (2.8) are understood as a proper scalar product.
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2.2 Free Tensor Models
The central idea of a tensor field theory is to implement random distributions on field spaces,
which amounts in the case of the group field space L2(G×d, µ×d) to a probability measure
with density dν(φ) [30] 4. Measurable observations of a quantum field theory correspond
to random variables, so-called observables, O(φ) with a probability character induced by
the field measure ν.
Well controllable field theories are Gaussian probability measures, which correspond
to free field theories. For the sake of simplicity, let us introduce Gaussian probability
measures on the space of tensors Hd,N , since we can exploit basis decompostions in this
case. Associated with each Gaussian probability measure is a covariance C, which is an
endomorphism in the space of field configurations. In the case of the finite dimensional
configuration space Hd,N , C is described by a matrix C(i, j):
C ∈ L(Hd,N ,Hd,N ) , Ti1...id →
∑
j1,...,jd
C(i1, ..., id, j1, ..., jd)Tj1...jd (2.11)
Definition 4. Let µC(T ) be a probability measure of fields T on X = Z×dN . µC(T ) is called
free Tensor model with covariance C, if the only nonvanishing expectation of observables
are given by linear combinations of so-called 2p-point Green functions:
〈
p∏
k=1
T
i
(k)
1 ...i
(k)
d
T
j
(k)
1 ...j
(k)
d
〉 =
∑
pi∈SN
p∏
k=1
C(i(k)1 , ..., i(k)d , j(pi(k))1 , ..., j(pi(k))d ) (2.12)
The 2p-point Green functions have a direct physical interpretation in terms of particle
propagation. The p fields T
i
(k)
1 ...i
(k)
d
located at their arguments (i(k)1 , ..., i
(k)
d ) ∈ Z×dN repre-
sent the incoming particles, which propagate to the outgoing particles T
j
(k)
1 ...j
(k)
d
located
at (j(k)1 , ..., j
(k)
d ). Each permutation pi ∈ SN encodes the propagation of the kth incoming
particle to the pi(k)th outgoing particle, where the sum over all propagation possibilities is
taken. A typical choice for the covariance, determining the structure of particle propagation,
is given by the identification of each field argument:
C(i1, ..., id, j1, ..., jd) :=
d∏
l=1
δ(il, jl) (2.13)
Let us now assume the existence of a to C inverse covariance, that is a covariance K such
4The definition of dν(φ) is usually given by a field measure at each element of X and gets therefore
difficult if the cardinality of the set X is not finite [30]. The reason for this lies in the structure of the
space F (X), the space of complex functions on X. If and only if |X| <∞, the dimension of F (X) is finite
and we can construct measures using the Lebesgue measure. For infinite cardinality of X, this is no longer
possible, and the use of other methods like limit processes of measures is required [72].
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that:
N∑
h1,...,hd=1
C(i1, ..., id, h1, ..., hd)K(h1, ..., hd, j1, ..., jd) =
d∏
l=1
δ(il, jl) (2.14)
This is for instance the case for the choice (2.13). Using the inverse covariance K, one can
express the Gaussian Tensor Model by the Lebesgue measure dTi1...id of the field value at
each element of Z×dN [30].
Theorem 1. Given a by K invertible covariance C, the associated Gaussian Tensor Model
is given by the probability density:
dµC(T ) = det(C)
 N∏
{hl}
dT ({hl})dT ({hl})
2pi
 e−∑{il},{jl} T ({il})K({il},{jl})T ({jl}) (2.15)
(Wick)
The exponential of the weight, which transforms the Lebesgue measures to the tensor
model, is called the tensor model action S[T ]. In the free Gaussian theory, the associated
action S0[T ] is called free:
S0[T ] :=
∑
{il},{jl}
T ({il})K({il}, {jl})T ({jl}) (2.16)
2.3 Free and perturbed Group Field Theory
Allowing for groups with infinite cardinality, beyond the restriction to the cyclic group
considered above, results in a significantly richer theory. The covariance C is generalized
by its action on the Dirac distributions 〈g1, ..., gd|, which replaced in (2.8) the finite basis
decomposition:
C : 〈g1, ..., gd| →
∫
G×d
d∏
i=1
dgiC(g1, ..., gd, g1, ..., gd) 〈g1, ..., gd| (2.17)
C(〈g1, ..., gd|)[φ] =
∫
G×d
d∏
i=1
dgiC(g1, ..., gd, g1, ..., gd)φ(g1, ..., gd) (2.18)
A Gaussian Group Field Theory with covariance C is defined in analogy to definition 4 by
replacing the cyclic group arguments {il, jl ∈ ZN} by general group arguments {gl, hl ∈ G}
and the tensors T by general group fields φ. The covariance C is invertible by the covariance
K, if C ◦ K = IdL2(G×d,G×d). In this case, one can associate a free action to the covariance
C, which, in analogy to the tensor model case, is given by
S0[φ] =
∫
G×2d
[
d∏
l=1
dµ(gl)dµ(hl)]φ({gl})K({gl}{hl})φ({hl}) (2.19)
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Assuming the existence of a Gaussian measure dµC(φ) for the group field configurations
φ associated with the covariance C, we define the Lebesgue measure [Dφ] in analogy to the
tensorial case by
dµC(φ) =: [Dφ]e−S0[φ] (2.20)
Pure Gaussian probability measures describe free field propagation, formalized by 2p-point
functions in definition 4. In order to include field interactions, a perturbation of the free
Gaussian measure is needed, which can be implemented by a control parameter λ:
S0[φ]→ S0[φ] + λSint[φ], (2.21)
The perturbed exponential weight of the probability distribution can be expanded in a series
of manipulated free Gaussian probabilities, which can be interpreted as different orders of
interactions:
[Dφ]e−S0[φ]−λSint[φ] = [Dφ]e−S0[φ] · e−λSint[φ] (2.22)
= dµC(φ)
[
1− λSint[φ] + λ
2
2
(Sint[φ])
2 +O(λ3)
]
The result is a d-dimensional combinatorially non-local quantum field theory living on a
product group manifold [44]. By decomposition of observables O(φ) into 2p-point functions
and use of an analog version of Wicks theorem (theorem 1) expectation values 〈O〉 are
expanded into series of terms with interpretation in terms of Feynman graphs. Due to the
defining combinatorial structure by the action terms S0 and Sint, the Feynman diagrams of
the theory are dual to cellular complexes, and the perturbative expansion of the quantum
dynamics defines a sum over random lattices of arbitrary topology. A similar lattice inter-
pretation can be given to the quantum states of the theory. For group field theory models,
where appropriate group theoretic data are used and specific properties are imposed on the
states and quantum amplitudes, the same lattice structures can be understood in terms of
simplicial geometries [7, 18, 42, 44].
2.4 Closure constraint for group fields
Group field theories provide a generalizing structure for non-perturbative approaches to
Quantum Gravity [7, 44]. Their interpretation as simplicial quantum geometries, in terms
of spin-networks [18], relies on the restriction to gauge invariant states, satisfying the so-
called closure constraint, given in generalization to arbitrary combinatorial dimension d
as:
φ0(hg1, ..., hgd)
!
= φ0(g1, ..., gd) ∀h ∈ G (2.23)
For convenience in the forthcoming calculations, let us consider the imposition of such
constraint for random group fields by splitting a general group field φ ∈ L2(G×d, µ×d) into
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a field φ0, where the symmetry is realized by group averaging (2.23), and a gauge field χ:
φ0(g1, ..., gd) : =
∫
G
φ(hg1, ..., hgd)dµ(h) (2.24)
χ(g1, ..., gd) : = φ(g1, ..., gd)− φ0(g1, ..., gd) (2.25)
The invariance of the Haar measure µ under shifts of the transformation variable h ensures
the symmetry (2.23) for the field φ0:
φ0(hˆg1, ..., hˆgd) =
∫
G
φ(hhˆg1, ..., hhˆgd)dµ(h) =
∫
G
φ(hg1, ..., hgd)dµ(hhˆ
−1) (2.26)
= φ0(g1, ..., gd) (2.27)
We can then impose an equivalence relation ∼ in L2(G×d, µ×d) and choose the symmetric
elements φ0 as a representative of it:
φ(1) ∼ φ(2) ⇐⇒
∫
G
φ(1)(hg1, ..., hgd)dµ(h) =
∫
G
φ(2)(hg1, ..., hgd)dµ(h) =: φ0
⇐⇒ φ(1), φ(2) ∈ [φ0] (2.28)
The field χ it thereby redundant, in the sense that it labels the elements in the equivalence
class [φ0]:
φ ∈ [φ0] ⇐⇒ ∃χ ∈ L2(G×d, µ×d) : φ = φ0 + χ ∧
∫
G
χ(hg1, ..., hgd)dµ(h) = 0 (2.29)
We can represent each equivalence class [φ0] by a (d − 1)-dimensional group field. There-
fore, we define an equivalence relation in G×d to identify the relevant arguments of the
representing field:
(g1, ..., gd) ∼ (gˆ1, ..., gˆd) ⇐⇒ ∃h ∈ G : (g1, ..., gd) = (hgˆ1, ..., hgˆd) (2.30)
(H1, ...,Hd−1, e) := (g−1d g1, ..., g
−1
d gd) ∈ [(g1, ..., gd)] (2.31)
Since φ0 is constant for all elements in a class [(g1, ..., gd)] of arguments, it is already
characterized by its values for the representative (H1, ...,Hd−1, e), which form an embedding
of G×(d−1) in G×d. We can thus think of φ0 as an (d − 1)-field by restricting it to this
embedding. Based on this observation, one can define d-dimensional Group Field Theories
depending just on symmetric part φ0 of the described group fields φ. We impose this
dependence with the use of propagation and interaction kernels respecting the symmetries
– 10 –
[18]:
K({g(1)i }{g(2)i }) =
∫
G×2
dhdhˆK({hg(1)i }{hˆg(2)i }) (2.32)
V({g(1)i }...{g(d+1)i }) =
∫
G×(d+1)
[
d+1∏
j=1
dhj ]V({h1g(1i }...{hd+1g(d+1)i }) (2.33)
The action constructed by convolution of group fields weighted by a kernel K satisfying
(2.32), and analogously for kernel V satisfying (2.33), does just depend on the symmetric
part φ0, since for arbitrary fields χ it holds:
S0[φ0 + χ] =
∫
dg
(1)
i dg
(2)
i dhdhˆK({hg(1)i }{hˆg(2)i })φ(g(1)i )φ(g(2)i )
=
∫
d(hg
(1)
i )d(hˆg
(2)
i )K({hg(1)i }{hˆg(2)i })
∫
G
dhφ(hg
(1)
i )
∫
G
dhˆφ(hˆg
(2)
i )
= S0[φ0] (2.34)
If the propagation kernel K has the demanded symmetry, it is not invertible. As a direct con-
sequence, there is no Gaussian probability measure on the space of in general d-dimensional
group fields, such that K arises as the inverse covariance. The reason for this lies in the
gauge freedom by the choice of the field χ, which does not affect the action. In order
to get rid of these freedom, we define the action S just on the space of symmetric fields
φ0 and strip the gauge freedom χ of. This corresponds to the reduction of the elements
in an equivalence class (2.28) of group fields to one representative, given by the effective
(d− 1)-dimensional group field φ0. The action S0[φ0] thus defines an effective dimensional
reduction.
2.5 Group field networks as observables
We shall now discuss the construction of generalized tensor networks, realized by entan-
glement of individual group field states. By construction, such network states shall now
be understood as random variables induced by the probabilistic character of their building
blocks and interpreted as observables of the associated group field theory.
Let us first recall the graphical visualisation of random fields φ ∈ L2(G×d, µ×d) as
nodes representing the entanglement of the state with respect to the decomposition of
L2(G×d, µ×d) into leg spaces L2(G,µ) := H (see figure 1). Consider now a set of V nodes,
where each node v ∈ V is dressed with a random field φ(v) ∈ L2(G×d, µ×d) := H⊗d. This
corresponds to a state Ψ in the product of the node spaces:
Ψ =
⊗
v∈V
φ(v) ∈ Hd·|V | =
⊗
v∈V
Hdv (2.35)
Instead of looking at the decomposition of node Hilbert spaces Hd into leg Hilbert
spaces, we lift our focus towards decomposition of many-particle Hilbert spaces Hd·|V | into
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a) b)
M φ(2) ...φ
(1)... v1
v2
v3
v4e13
e12
e23e34
e24
Figure 2. a) Entangling two node states φ(1) and φ(2) by action of the functionalM on affected leg
spaces results in an connected state. b) By repetition of the entangling procedure along all edges
of a graph Γ = (V,E ∪ ∂Γ) results in a network state ΦΓ.
node Hilbert spaces. With respect to such decompositions, the state Ψ is by construction
unentangled.
A simple method to construct network states, which are entangled with respect to the
node decomposition of the many-particle Hilbert space, is given by the projection of the
unentangled state in 2.35 from Hd·|V | to an entangled state in the product leg space. We can
visualize such a procedure as a gluing of the open tensor legs, which represents entanglement.
Consider for instance the unentangled product of two node states φ(1)⊗φ(2) ∈ H⊗d⊗H⊗d.
A specific gluing functional is chosen by an integrated delta distribution M acting on the
ath leg of the first and the bth leg of the second node:
φ(1) ⊗ φ(2) →M
(
φ(1) ⊗ φ(2)
)
:=
∫
G×2
δ(ga1g
b
2)φ
(1)(g11, ..., g
d
1)φ
(2)(g12, ..., g
d
2)dg
a
1dg
b
2 (2.36)
The resulting state can no longer be decomposed into a product of states in the open
legs of the first and the second node, and is thus entangled. In the established graphical
representation scheme of figure 1, this corresponds to a link among the ath and bth leg
connected node states, as sketched in figure 2 a).
It is useful to introduce a notion of link state M [18], to redefine the gluing transfor-
mation (2.36) as a scalar product in the leg spaces. In the basis given in (2.8), we have
〈M | =
∫
G×2
dgadgb δ(ga gb) |ga〉 ⊗ |gb〉 ∈ L2(G×2, µ×2) (2.37)
The gluing (2.36) then corresponds to a contraction of the link state M , such that
|Φ12〉 := 〈M |φ(1) ⊗ φ(2)〉 (2.38)
Notice that this is a stronger notion of gluing than the one used in GFT states, to define
states associated with closed graphs, however corresponds to the standard gluing prescrip-
tion for maximally entangled tensor networks states. More generally, one would consider a
link convolution functional M(g†a hl gb) in the link Hilbert space, the product space of two
leg spaces. With the adopted definition one effectively sets hl = e for all link l ∈ Γ. This
assumption makes our state |ΨΓ〉 lying in the flat vacuum of loop quantum gravity [22].
With the established entangling projections, we are now ready to introduce general
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network states. Let there be an open graph Γ = (V,E ∪ ∂Γ) consistent of a vertex set
V and a set of E edges incident with two vertices and a set ∂Γ of open edges incident to
single vertices. By iteratively projecting with {M (e)}e∈E for each edge comprising two legs
of adjacent vertex states φ(v) transforms (2.35) into the network state:
|ΦΓ〉 =
⊗
e∈E
〈M (e)|
⊗
v∈V
|φ(v)〉 ∈ L2(G×|∂Γ|, µ×|∂Γ|) (2.39)
We thus entangled the group field vertices iteratively by edgewise projections, where the
affected legs are determined by the graph Γ. The resulting network state |ΦΓ〉 is thus a
collection of entangled group fields, where the connectivity of Γ corresponds to the entan-
glement of its vertices (figure 2 b)).
3 Holographic Entanglement Entropy for GFT Tensor Networks
Region A
HA
Region B
HB
σmin
boundary
bulk
Figure 3. Duality between a boundary theory to a theory in the bulk. The Ryu-Takayanagi
proposal states a proportionality between S(ρA) and Area(σmin). In the dashed network model,
Area(σmin) corresponds to the number of dual links.
After introducing the pairwise entanglement projections to construct network states
|ΦΓ〉 in the previous Section, we are now interested in the resulting global entanglement
structure of such networks, which we will quantify by the Rényi entanglement entropy. In a
previous work [18], building on the established dictionary between GFT states and (gener-
alized) random tensor networks, some of the authors have computed the Rényi entropy and
derived the Ryu-Takayanagi entropy formula by using a simple approximation to a complete
definition of a random tensor network evaluation seen as a GFT correlation function, along
the lines given in [37]. Such a derivation was limited to the case of a non-interacting GFT
model, leaving open the question about the effect of the interactions on the holographic
scaling of the entropy. To answer this question, here we perform the calculation of the
entanglement entropy for a simple interacting group field theory model, corresponding to
Boulatov’s model for topological 3d gravity5 [12, 41]. From the statistical-mechanics point
5It must be noted, however, that such model has limited gravitational features, since it corresponds to
topological gravity.
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of view, the interacting model realizes a general non-Gaussian probability distribution over
random tensor networks.
We first shortly review the main setting of the derivation of the Ryu-Takayanagi en-
tropy for the group field network state |ΦΓ〉. Thereby, we focus on the effects of the GFT
interaction terms combinatorics in the derivation of the leading contributions to the entan-
glement entropy. We then provide a set of theorems aiming at a classification of the different
interaction combinatoric patterns in the calculation of the Feymann diagrams divergences
of the perturbative expansion of the GFT partition function.
3.1 Replica Trick and Entanglement Statistics
Let us consider the group field network state |ΦΓ〉 defined on a d-valent graph Γ = (V,E ∪
∂Γ). To a given partition A ∪B = ∂Γ of the open legs we associate a factorization H∂Γ =
HA⊗HB. Given a network state |ΦΓ〉, and a density matrix ρ = |ΦΓ〉 〈ΦΓ|, the Nth Rènyi
entanglement entropy of the reduced density matrix ρA := TrB[ρ] is defined by
SN (A) =
1
N − 1 ln
[
TrB[ρ
N
A ]
Tr∂Γ[ρ]N
]
(3.1)
In the limit N → 1, for positive real numbers N , the function SN (A) reduces to the
entanglement entropy S(A), which is the von-Neumann entropy of ρA. Due to the linear
character in the arguments, the Rènyi formula in (3.1) simplifies the computation of the
entanglement. Exponentiation of equation (3.1) results in
e(1−N)SN (A) =
trH(A) [ρ
N
A ]
trH[ρ]N
=:
Z
(N)
A
Z
(N)
0
(3.2)
and the calculation of SN (A) reduces to the computation of the two partition functions
Z
(N)
A := Tr[ρ
N
A ] = TrA
[
(TrB∪E [
⊗
e∈E
ρ(e)
⊗
v∈V
ρ(v)])N
]
(3.3)
Z
(N)
0 := Tr[ρ]
N = TrA∪B∪E
[⊗
e∈E
ρ(e)
⊗
v∈V
ρ(v)
]N
(3.4)
where in Z(N)A a trace over region A is performed, after the N -times composition of the
reduced density ρA.
The effect of the trace TrB∪E in Z
(N)
A can be represented by the action of a swap
operator F permuting the order of the leg spaceH∂A as the cyclic element in the permutation
group SN [18]. This is apparent by closing the open links in {∂Γ} by virtual single valent
vertices w, which are decorated with the density matrices ρ(w) = I (the identity) and
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Sum over all diagrams
Fixed Propagation I (F) Fixed Propagation I
Contraction of the
incoming fields
Contraction of the
outgoing fields
φ1 φ2HA HB
Figure 4. Stranded graph representation of the variables Z(2)0 (Propagation I in A and B) and Z
(2)
A
(Propagation F in A and I in B). Any stranded diagram contributing to the 2N |V |-point function
produces a contribution to the variables by the fixed contraction scheme after insertion into the red
box.
ρ(w) = F acting on H∂Γ.
Z
(N)
A = TrA∪B∪E
[ ⊗
e∈E∪∂Γ
(ρ(e))⊗N
⊗
v∈V
(ρ(v))⊗N
⊗
w∈A
F
⊗
w∈B
I
]
(3.5)
Z
(N)
0 = TrA∪B∪E
[ ⊗
e∈E∪∂Γ
(ρ(e))⊗N
⊗
v∈V
(ρ(v))⊗N
⊗
w∈∂Γ
I
]
(3.6)
The structure of these variables can be effectively captured by a stranded graphs repre-
sentation (figure 4), where each strand represents the leg of a tensor. The N -times tensor
product of the node densities in V and ∂Γ is represented by N incoming copies, corre-
sponding to the quanta in H⊗d, and by N outgoing copies, corresponding to the dual states
in H⊗d. Performing the trace over all leg spaces after composition with the link densi-
ties corresponds to the contraction of the legs on the incoming and outgoing copies and is
represented by connected strands.
3.2 Calculation setting for an interacting GFT Model
The group field probability distribution dν(φ) has support on the space of integrable fields
L2(G×d, µ×d) with respect to the Haar measure µ on G. Taking this space as product of
leg spaces H, the space of node tensors |φ(v)〉 is given by H⊗d := L2(G×d, µ×d). In case
of finite groups G, the space L2(G×d, µ×d) has finite dimensions and the theory reduces to
random tensors, as we have discussed in Section 2.
For the calculations in the following Sections we need to specify the probability measure
dν(φ) of Haar-integrable group fields φ by its weight. With respect to the uniform measure,
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φφK : V :
φ2 φ2
φ1 φ1
Figure 5. Stranded graph representation of the propagation kernel K in (3.8) and the interaction
kernel V in (5.1) for the case of a rank d = 3 group field. Strands represent delta functions and
ellipses gauge parameter h shifting the arguments. The group element h enforcing the symmetry
of K appears in all delta functions and its graphically denoted by an ellipse crossing the strands.
the weight is the exponential of the negative action S(φ), which consists in the perturbation
of a Gaussian weight S0 with the term λSint, as described in (2.21). For any possible choice
of the kernels K, we further demand the symmetry condition
K(g1, ..., gd, g1, ..., gd) = K(h ◦ g1, ..., h ◦ gd, h ◦ g1, ..., h ◦ gd) ∀h, h˜ ∈ G , (3.7)
This choice, corresponding to enforcing a kinematical closure constraint at the nodes, is the
minimal condition to put the networks dynamics in relation to topological 3d-gravity models
[3, 55, 61, 66]. Because the symmetry (3.7) prevents the kernel K from being invertible,
we need to restrict the probability measure (2.20) to the space of G-symmetric group
fields, which were discussed in Section 2.4. However, we can safely treat the probability
measures as defined on the full space L2(G×d, µ×d) and ensure the symmetry constraint by
projections, which are implemented by averages (2.26) over the gauge parameters h.
Notice that while a simple kernel (2.13) is constructed by delta functions between the
arguments g and g of the same index, the symmetry (3.7) is enforced by group averaging
due to the invariance of the Haar measure µ:
Ksym(g1, ..., gd, g1, ..., gd) =
∫
dµ(h)
d∏
i=1
δ(h ◦ gi ◦ g−1i ) (3.8)
The kernel (3.8) corresponds graphically to a collection of strands, each representing a delta
function between incoming arguments g and outgoing arguments g (figure 5). The inter-
action kernel V is defined in an analogous way, a specific form for the rank-3 group field
theory under study is given in Section 5.
Now, the field-theoretic description allows us to describe the entropy SN (A), as well as
the partition functions Z(N)0 and Z
(N)
A , as random variables dependent on the field config-
uration φ(v), taken to be identical for all vertices v. In particular, given the field-theoretic
random character, we expect the fluctuations of SN (A) around its average E[SN (A)] to be
exponentially suppressed in the limit of high bond dimension of the leg spaces, as a con-
sequence of the phenomenon of measure concentration, as suggested in [36]. This has an
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important impact on the derivation of the entanglement entropy, which effectively reduces
to a computation of the expectation value E[SN (A)].
Analogously, the variables Z(N)0 and Z
(N)
A shall concentrate around their averages,
allowing for a further approximation of E[SN (A)] in terms of the individual averages E[Z
(N)
0 ]
and E[Z(N)A ] [37],
E[SN (A)] ≈ 1
N − 1 ln
[
E[Z(N)A ]
E[Z(N)0 ]
]
(3.9)
which are now defined in terms of the perturbed Gaussian measure for the interacting GFT,
E[Z(N)A/0] =
∫
L2(G×d)
dν(φ)Z
(N)
A/0[φ] =
∫
L2(G×d)
[Dφ]Z
(N)
A/0[φ] e
−[S0(φ)+λSint(φ)] . (3.10)
By taking the perturbative expansion of E[Z(N)A/0] in orders of λ and applying Wicks
theorem for Gaussian random variables, the expectation (3.10) decomposes into a sum of
associated Feynman diagrams contributions. Due to the linearity of the trace, as sketched
in figure 4, the integration over the group fields can be carried out independently before
the contraction with the links. The expectations E[Z(N)A/0] define 2N |V |-point functions of
the group field theory, which are then contracted by a pattern determined by the network
geometry. The red box in figure 4 represents the sum of all Feynman diagrams of the
2N |V |-point functions, each of which corresponds to a fully contracted diagram.
Each stranded Fenyman diagram G consists of edges l representing field propagations,
which are bundles of parallel strands, and faces f defined by closed strands with boundary
∂f , given by an oriented and ordered collection of edges. A holonomy hl is associated with
each edge l, corresponding to the group element enforcing the symmetry constraint. Each
face f contributes with a delta function of its holonomy and the amplitude of a diagram G
is given by:
A[G] =
∫
[
∏
l∈G
dhl]
∏
f∈G
δ(
∏
l∈∂f
hl) (3.11)
From the infinite number of possible diagrams G representing contracted propagation
and interaction processes, we want to identify the processes with dominant amplitudes in
the limit of high dimensions D of the leg spaces L2(G,µ), which we generically take as
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finite-dimensional through of a sharp cut-off Λ in the group representation, such that 6
δ(e) = D(Λ) (3.12)
.
Therefore, the divergence degree Ω of G is defined as the exponent of
A[G] =: δ(e)Ω[G] (3.13)
The dominant contributions to the averages (3.10) are the maxima of Ω[G]. Their number
and the maximal divergence degree determine the asymptotic behavior of the expectations
such as (3.10) and are thus of central interest in the derivation of the expected entanglement
entropy (3.9). The following Sections are dedicated to identifying the maximal divergence
degrees in the different settings of free and perturbed group field theory.
4 Maximal Divergent Contributions: A General Scheme
Diagrams G representing contributions to the expectation values of Z(N)A/0 can have various
shapes, but only the maximal in the bond dimension D divergent contributions are relevant
in the calculation of entanglement entropies. Bounds of the divergence degree are given by
the number of faces of each diagram, which motivate us to study the maximum number of
faces for the two observables Z(N)0 and Z
(N)
A . In the free theory, we will find the maximal
face numbers in a class of diagrams that we call locally averaged diagrams and restrict our
search for the maximal divergence degree afterwards to this class.
4.1 Local Processes by Independent Node Averaging
Let us first consider the case of a small number of interactions in a diagram G, corresponding
to a term in a small order of λ in the perturbative expansion (2.22) of the expectation
value E[Z(N)0/A ]. In this case, the stranded structure sketched in figure 4 is dominated by
the contraction scheme determined by the network topology. In particular, the number
of edges carrying gauge parameters integrated in the amplitude (3.11) is proportional to
the number of network nodes. This allows for an estimation of the number of parameter
evaluation needed to fix all face holonomies, suggesting a correlation between the number
of faces, which we will denote by Ω˜[G], and the divergence degree Ω[G]. We shall use this
intuition to single out a class of diagram, where the divergence Ω is expected to be maximal.
Due to their different structure at the boundary ∂Γ (figure 4), we distinguish between
the variables Z(N)0 and Z
(N)
A and proof optimality statements of different generality. A
central aspect is the notation of locality, which in our context is understood as propagation
6A stronger restriction consists in restricting to finite groups G with D elements. In this case, the Dirac
distribution δ can be understood as an element in L2(G,µ) and it holds δ(e) = D for the identity e in G.
Nevertheless, the group should remain non-abelian. More radically, one could generalise the derivation and
regularize the divergences via “box” normalization of δg ∈ L2[G, δµ] by using quantum groups. As shown
in [32, 39], the quantum deformation relates to the cosmological constant Λ in the semi-classical regime of
the spinfoam formalism.Interestingly, the cosmological constant Λ in the link space dimension (3.12) would
make our vacuum state a dS vacuum if Λ > 0 and AdS vacuum if Λ < 0.
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ρ
(k)
u ρ
(k)
v
vu
piu = I
e
Figure 6. Sketch of the induction argument, exploited in the proof of theorem 2: If in the kth
network copy a local propagation I is happending at a neighboring node u, the same process must
happen at v for the blue strand to close directly.
processes happening just between field copies associated with the same network vertex v.
Such propagation processes are indexed by the permutation group SN as introduced in
(2.12), where the identity I and the cyclic permutation F are of particular interest.
Theorem 2. Let us assume a network graph Γ = (V,E ∪ ∂Γ), such that every node is path
connected to boundary links. The only diagram contributing to E[Z(N)0 ] in the free sector,
which maximizes the face number Ω˜, is given by local propagation with the identity I at each
node.
Proof. Let us treat the open links of the network as incident to single-valent boundary
nodes with fixed local propagation determined by the boundary conditions, thus in the case
of Z(N)0 by the symbol I. Each face of a diagram in the free theory includes at least one
contraction of the incoming fields, since each outgoing field propagates to an incoming field.
If thus each face includes just one incoming contraction, as it is the case for the pattern
{I}, the divergence degree is maximal. We prove the uniqueness of this maximal divergent
case by induction through the network starting from its boundary with fixed propagation
I. Let us assume the fields of a neighbor v to the node u are propagating locally with the
symbol I, as sketched in figure 6. For the kth copy of the link e between v and u to be
the single incoming contraction of the associated face, the kth copy of the incoming and
outgoing field of the node u must propagate into each other, as sketched dashed in figure
6. Applying this argument to all N copies of the link, the field copies of the node u have to
propagate locally with the symbol I, such that the link to v contributes maximally to the
face number. Since the network is path connected to the boundary, the induction reaches
all nodes.
In contrast to the homogeneous boundary situation of the variable Z(N)0 , the boundary
regions A and B are differently treated in the variable Z(N)A . By assuming the boundary
regions to be connected by the bulk network, we will always find closed strand including
more than one contraction of incoming fields. To proof a similar result to theorem 2, in
this boundary situation, we need to make further assumptions on the network graph.
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Theorem 3. Let us assume a tree graph Γ = (V,E ∪ ∂Γ) and a partition A ∪ B = ∂Γ,
such that we find a link e ∈ E separating regions connected to A and B. Then all diagrams
contributing to E[Z(N)A ] in the free sector, which maximize the face number Ω˜, are included
in the local averages.
Proof. After omission of the link e we have two trees, the first connected just to the region
A and the second to B. By the minimal path length k to the root node, taken to be the
node incident to e, we classify each node of both trees into a layer. Assuming a diagram
maximizing Ω˜ we will now proof in both trees the local propagation by induction from
the deepest layer to the layers with smaller indices. As in the proof of theorem 2, the
induction starts with boundary links, which are treated as additional network nodes with
fixed propagation by I in the tree to A and F to B.
Let us thus assume a node v in the kth layer, which has two children u1 and u2 in
the (k+1)th layer with the same local propagation happening w.l.o.g. by I (figure 7 b).
Let us further assume, that an incoming copy of the node field is involved in a nonlocal
propagation, as sketched in blue. We find a nonlocal propagating outgoing copy to the
nonlocal propagating incoming copy, such that the strands associated with the links from v
to u1 and u2 connect both nonlocal propagating copies of the node field v7. We now modify
the process by a local propagation between the identified pair of nonlocal propagating
incoming and outgoing fields, sketched in figure 7 b) by dark dashed lines. Due to the
special choice of the nonlocal propagating pair at the node v, the number of strands with
the first two indices increases by two. This compensates the maximal decrease of one in
the number of closed strands associated with the third index. The modified diagram has
thus a higher number of faces, thus the assumption of a nonlocal propagation contradicts
the assumption of maximal face number Ω˜.
Induction with decreasing layer number k reaches both subtrees of the network, thus
at each node a local process has to happen to maximize Ω˜.
The statements concerning the unique maximum of the face number in the free theory
motivate the search for maximal divergent diagrams in the class of local processes. This
class corresponds to the statistics of independent vertex averaging, where we separately
average the density (ρ(v))⊗d at each network vertex v ∈ V :
E[Z(N)0/A ] ≈ TrE∪∂Γ
[ ⊗
e∈E∪∂Γ
(ρ(e))⊗N
⊗
v∈V
E[(ρ(v))⊗N ]
⊗
w∈B
I
⊗
w∈A
I/F
]
(4.1)
This finite but by expectation dominant sector of possible diagrams corresponds to a
different interpretation of the variables (3.10) as composed of independent but identically
distributed random fields φ(v). The corresponding Feynman diagrams decompose into dif-
ferent subdiagrams to each vertex v of the network, which are contracted by the network
pattern sketched in figure 4. At each vertex, we index the diagrams by an element pi of the
7This can be done by simply following two strands, which need to close in each situation.
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b)a)
HBHA
v
piu2 = I
piu1 = I
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 7. a) Network with a tree structure, such that the subtrees to HA and HB are connected
by a single link. b) Node v with two neighbors u1 and u2, which have fixed local propagation by
I. The blue and black dashed lines compare a nonlocal propagation with a modification to a local
propagation.
permutation group SN :
E[(ρ(v))⊗N ] =
∑
pi∈SN
P(pi) +O(λ) (4.2)
The sum over the permutation group SN captures all processes of the corresponding free
theory (λ = 0), where we define for each permutation pi an operator P(pi) modelling the
propagation (3.8) of the kth incoming node copy to the pi(k)th outgoing. Perturbation of
the free theory would give rise to diagrams with interactions, which are controled by the
perturbation parameter λ.
4.2 Maximal Divergent Diagrams for Locally Averaged Networks
Insights into the structure of dominant patterns can be observed in the local node averages,
where we first restrict to the case λ = 0, therefore to the sum term in (4.2). Each diagram
G contributing to one of the averages E[Z(N)A/0] corresponds in this sector to a choice of a
permutation piv ∈ SN at each network vertex v ∈ V .
For such permutation pattern we can categorize each face of a diagram by the unique
network link e ∈ E ∪ ∂Γ they include, which turns the number of faces Ω˜[G] into a sum of
all link contributions. Each closed strand to a link e = (e1, e2) corresponds to a cycle in
the permutation pi−1e1 ◦ pie2 ∈ SN , where the difference of the cycle number χ(pi−11 ◦ pi2) to
the maximum N defines a metric d(pi1, pi2) in the permutation group SN . The face number
for a local permutation pattern {piv} as a sum of the cycle numbers along each link is thus
Ω˜[{piv}] =
∑
(e1,e2)∈E∪∂Γ
χ(pi−1e1 ◦ pie2) =
∑
(e1,e2)∈E∪∂Γ
(N − d(pie1 , pie2)) (4.3)
Within our aim to identify permutation pattern maximizing the divergence degree Ω,
we first identify those maximizing the face number Ω˜. While for Z(N)0 we have already
found the single maximum by {I} with theorem 2, we will now build on theorem 3 to find
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HA HB
Figure 8. Disjoint paths through a network graph Γ, such that they start in a region A and end
in a region B of open links. As a correllary of the maximal-flow-minimal-cut theorem [26, 56] the
maximal number of such paths is |σmin|, where σmin is a minimal set of links separating Γ according
to the chosen partition of open links.
the maximal face number in the situation Z(N)A .
Theorem 4. Let us assume a connected network graph Γ = (V,E ∪ ∂Γ) and a partition
A ∪B = ∂Γ. Let σmin ⊂ E be a link set with minimal cardinality, such that by omission of
σmin the graph Γ reduces to two connected components, the first including the boundary A
and the second B (see figure 8). It then holds:
i) A pattern maximizing the number Ω˜[{piv}] of faces in the situation of Z(N)A is the associ-
ation of I and F to the components connected to A and B after omission of the links σmin
(figure 9b).
ii) If σmin is unique, Ω˜[{piv}] has only one maximum.
Proof. By a corollary of the maximal-flow-minimal-cut theorem [26, 56], we find a number
of |σmin| disjoint paths Pk through the network starting with a link in A and ending in B
[37] (figure 8). Taking just the links included in the paths into account we estimate with
the triangle inequality of the metric d:
Ω˜[{piv}]−N |E ∪ ∂Γ| ≤ −
|σmin|∑
k=1
∑
(e1,e2)∈Pk
d(pie1 , pie2) (4.4)
≤ −|σmin|(N − 1) (4.5)
Associating the trivial permutation I with the nodes connected to A after omission of σmin
and F to the other nodes results in a number N |E∪∂Γ|− |σmin|(N −1) of faces and is with
(4.5) maximal, which shows i).
Let us assume a different pattern {piv} maximizing Ω˜. If it contains just the symbols I and
F, both regions would be separated by a different minimal set σmin, if (4.4) and (4.5) hold
straight. If other symbols are included, we set all further symbols to I, which does not
change Ω˜, if both inequalities hold straight. The resulting pattern thus also maximizes Ω˜,
where the regions are separated by a minimal set σmin. Setting the symbols instead to F
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a)
I
HA HB
b)
σminF I
HA HB
Figure 9. Permutation pattern with maximal face number Ω˜ (theorem 4) and divergence degree
(theorem 5). a) In the boundary situation of Z(N)0 , the maxima are achieved by association of the
trivial permutation I and b) in the situation of Z(N)A by association of I and F to regions separated
by σmin.
would result in another minimal set σmin. If σmin is unique, the pattern i) maximizing Ω˜ is
also unique.
The divergence degree Ω[G] of the amplitude (3.11) is however smaller than the face
number Ω˜ due to the evaluation of the gauge integrals with parameters he associated with
each propagation. However, we can use certain bounds oriented on the face number Ω˜ to
find maximal divergent patterns. We proceed by first introducing the network property
of reducibility to a tree via coarse-graining, which will then be exploited to prove the
uniqueness of the divergence degree maxima.
Definition 5. Let Γ = (V,E) be a graph with a disjoint partition
⋃
m Vm = V of its nodes
into regions m. The corresponding coarse-grained graph Γ{Vm} (figure 10) consists of the
regions m as nodes and a number Emm˜ of links between regions m and m˜ given by:
Emm˜ = #{(e1, e2) ∈ E | e1 ∈ Vm, e2 ∈ Vm˜} (4.6)
Γ is called coarse-grainable to a tree, if there exists a disjoint partition
⋃
m Vm = V of
its nodes such that for all m it holds Vm 6= V and the corresponding coarse-grained graph
Γ{Vm} is at most minimal connected.
Network graphs Γ, however, have open links, which we will close by adding single-valent
nodes on their ends. The definition of coarse-graining is thus extended to open graphs by
partition of the virtual boundary nodes ∂Γ together with the nodes V .
Theorem 5. With the same conditions on the network graph Γ as in theorem 4 it holds:
i) A pattern maximizing the divergence degree Ω[{piv}] in the boundary situation of Z(N)0 is
the association of I to all nodes (figure 9a).
ii) A pattern maximizing the divergence degree Ω[{piv}] in the boundary situation of Z(N)A
is the association of I and F to the separated regions connected to A and B after omission
of the links σmin (figure 9b).
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T
pim, hm Region m
F, e Boundary region A
pim˜, hm˜ Region m˜
I, e Boundary region B
EmB
Emm˜
EmA
a) b)
Figure 10. Coarse-graining of a permutation pattern by grouping neighbored nodes with same
permutation symbol to one region a). A minimal graph T connects all nodes to the boundary
regions and reduces to T {Vm} in the coarse-grained graph Γ{Vm}, sketched in b).
iii) The number of maximal divergent pattern is the same for both boundary situations Z(N)0
and Z(N)A . If Γ is not coarse-grainable to a tree, the maxima i) and ii) are unique.
Proof. Let us find a minimal subgraph T of the network graph Γ, which includes all nodes
V and to each node a path to a boundary node. Thus T is a forest with leaves in the
boundary and one can iteratively perform the integrals associated with its links in the
amplitude (3.11). Starting from the links in the boundary A and B we find to each link
t ∈ T a different incident node vt, which carries gauge parameters hti . By integration with
respect to the gauge parameter of this node, the delta functions associated with each face
f categorized by a link in T vanishes. We denote the stranded subdiagram of G, which is
spanned by faces to the subgraph T , by T and by G/T the diagram after omission of the
faces to t ∈ T as well as the evaluated gauge parameters hti . It then holds:∫
[
∏
l∈G
dhl]
∏
f∈G
δ(
∏
l∈∂f
hl) =
∫
[
∏
l∈G/T
dhl][
∏
t∈T
∏
i
dhti ]
∏
f∈G/T
δ(
∏
l∈∂f
hl)
∏
f∈T
δ(
∏
l∈∂f
hl) (4.7)
=
∫
[
∏
l∈G/T
dhl]
∏
f∈G/T
δ(
∏
l∈∂f
hl) (4.8)
After the integration procedure along the minimal subgraph T we are left with a subdiagram
G/T , which has a reduced face number Ω˜[G/T ]. We use this face number as an upper bound
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of the divergence degree Ω[G]:
Ω[G] ≤ Ω˜[G/T ] = Ω˜[G]−
∑
t=(t1,t2)∈T
(N − d(pit1 , pit2)) (4.9)
We rewrite (4.9) by grouping neighbored vertices with the same permutation symbol to
regions Vm. This coarse-graining procedure results in a graph Γ{Vm} (figure 10), where
regions m denote vertices and Emm˜ notes the number of links between two regions. The
minimal subgraph T coarse-grains to T {Vm} by omitting links between nodes of the same
region. With d(pipiv1 , piv2) = 0 between vertices in the same regions, we get:
Ω[G] ≤ Ω˜[G]−
∑
t∈T
(N − d(pit1 , pit2))−N |V |+
∑
(m,m˜)∈T {Vm}
d(pim, pim˜) (4.10)
= N [|E ∪ ∂Γ| − |V |]−
∑
(m,m˜)∈Γ{Vm}
Emm˜d(pim, pim˜) +
∑
(m,m˜)∈T {Vm}
d(pim, pim˜) (4.11)
While the maximal values of the second term in (4.11) have been identified in theorem 4,
we will optimize it here in combination with the third term in order to get a maximal upper
bound of Ω˜ for a fixed network graph Γ. Since the second sum is always bigger than the
third, both terms taken together are smaller or equal to zero. In the boundary situation of
Z
(N)
0 , this maximal bound is saturated for the pattern {piv} = {I} with a divergence degree
Ω[{I}] = N [|E ∪ ∂Γ| − |V |]. Further maximal divergent processes are possible only if the
second and third term vanish together and the inequality (4.11) remains straight. But this
would imply a network graph which is coarse-grainable to a tree. The discussion of such
graphs is the subject of Section 5.3.
The different situation of Z(N)A results in a sharper bound for the face number Ω˜. Under
the assumption of a unique minimal surface σmin, the second term is with theorem 4 at
most |σmin|(1 − N), which is reached in a situation of vanishing T {Vm}. If T {Vm} does
not vanish, the decrease of the second term needs to be compensated by the third term,
where we observe a direct correspondence to other maximal cases in the situation of Z(N)0
in Section 5.3. In both boundary situations, there is thus the same number of c different
maximal divergent pattern.
We note that unlike the discussed maxima of the face number Ω˜, the maximum of
the divergence degree Ω is not unique and nontrivial examples are given in Section 5.3.
However, we were able to show that the number c of maxima is the same for both boundary
conditions if one assumes a unique minimal surface σmin. The multitude of the maxima has
thus no influence on the entanglement entropy (3.9), which depends just on the quotient of
the variables.
4.3 Ryu-Takayanagi Formula in the free theory
In the limit of high dimensions D(Λ) = δ(e) of the leg space H, the most divergent contri-
butions determine the behavior of the fraction between the expectations of Z(N)A and Z
(N)
0 ,
which have been determined in the previous Sections. In the free theory the asymptotic
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behavior of the Rènyi entanglement entropy (3.1) is given by [18]:
E[SN (A)] ≈ 1
N − 1 ln
[
E[Z(N)A ]
E[Z(N)0 ]
]
≈ 1
N − 1 ln
[
c · δ(e)N [|E∪∂Γ|−|V |]−|σmin|(N−1)
c · δ(e)N [|E∪∂Γ|−|V |]
]
(4.12)
= |σmin| ln[δ(e)] +O( 1
δ(e)
)
Since no dependence on the parameter N indicating the order of the Rènyi-entropy is given
in the limit δ(e)  1, we directly apply the replica trick to recover the von-Neumann
entanglement entropy S(A) = limN→1 SN (A). Equation (4.12) is thus the entanglement
entropy within the approximation by local averaging in the free theory.
The proportionality of the entropy to the cardinality of the minimal domain wall σmin
has a clear geometric interpretation, in the sense of discrete geometry, in the context of
group field theory. The graph Γ is the dual of a 2d simplicial complex. Each node is dual
to a triangle and each link is dual to an edge of this complex, and the group field theory
model endows the simplicial complex with dynamical geometric data. The length of each
edge `j , in any given eigenstate of the length operator, is a function8 of the irreducible
representation je associated to it, and to the dual link. If the quantum state is still defined
on a fixed graph, but it is not an eigenstate of the length operator, then one has to average
over the possible assignments of irreps je, with weights depending on the chosen state (i.e.
on its decomposition into length eigenstates). We have
Length(σmin) =
∑
e∈σmin
`e(je) = 〈`je〉 |σmin| (4.13)
which can be interpreted as the length of a dual discrete minimal one-dimensional path.
Therefore we can write |σmin| = Length(σmin)/ 〈`je〉 and in this sense our result constitutes
a Ryu-Takayanagi formula proposed in [62], if we consider the path integral averaging
over the open network Γ as a simplified model of a bulk/boundary (spinfoam/network
state) duality [18]. There are two further points to notice. First, our chosen quantum
state fixes the parallel transports associated with the dual links to the identity and it is
therefore maximally spread in the conjugate observables, which are in fact (including) the
edge lengths associated to the same links. It is therefore a highly non-classical state to
which it is not appropriate to associate a semi-classical geometric interpretation. A more
appropriate choice, to this end, would be a coherent state peaking on both phase space
variables on each link [4, 52] or, even better, a coherent state peaking on the collective
variable Length(σmin) as a whole [51]. Second, a generic quantum state of the theory
would also involve a superposition of combinatorial structures, i.e. a superposition of states
associated to different graphs. In particular, this would be needed if the bulk is to admit
a continuum geometric interpretation, going beyond the geometry associated to a (fixed)
simplicial complex, which amounts to a drastic truncation of the allowed degrees of freedom
8The exact form of the function depends on the quantization map chosen to define the quantum theory.
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of the fundamental (quantum gravity) model. In this case, one would have to understand the
quantity |σmin| itself as the result of an average over such superposed graphs. Improving
our derivation in both these directions would clearly be an interesting, and potentially
important, development.
5 Entropy Corrections from Group Field Interactions
We are now interested in the possible modifications of (4.12) induced by group field inter-
action terms. These interaction processes correspond to further stranded diagrams which
contribute to the expectation value of Z(N)A/0.
5.1 Interaction processes
In the free GFT calculations discussed above, the d-valence of the node tensors was arbi-
trary. For the interacting case, we fix the valence to d = 3 and we specify the interaction
kernel to be
Vsym({g(1)i }{g(2)i }{g(1)i }{g(2)i }) =
∫ 4∏
l=1
dhl δ(h1g
(1)
1 , h3g
(1)
1 )δ(h1g
(1)
2 , h4g
(2)
2 )δ(h1g
(1)
3 , h2g
(2)
3 )
δ(h2g
(2)
1 , h4g
(2)
1 )δ(h2g
(2)
2 , h3g
(1)
2 )δ(h3g
(1)
3 , h4g
(2)
3 ) (5.1)
Stranded Feynman graphs contributing to 2N -point functions are all possible combi-
nations of the building blocks sketched in Figure 5. Allowing for just one interaction vertex
results already in a variety of possible combinations. If two fields of the interaction vertex
propagate into each other, that is combining them with a propagator, we have an effective
propagator. Since the divergence degree of the resulting diagram is the same as that of
a propagator, the process could be captured in a mass renormalization. If two pairs of
interacting fields propagate into each other, the process would disconnect and can be con-
sidered as a vacuum amplitude, which also does not contribute to the divergence degree of
a diagram.
In this sense, we expect the only processes capable of extending the divergence degree
to consist in the interaction of two incoming and two outgoing copies of network nodes.
In the local averaging sector of the network statistics discussed in this Section, the 2N -
point functions of interest are the local averages E[(ρ(v))⊗N ], thus all interacting fields are
restricted to copies of the same node v.
5.2 Maximal divergent diagrams in the linear perturbation order
In the following, we shall estimate the divergence degree Ω of diagrams with one interaction
process by determining the face number Ω˜, with the same strategy already used in Section
4.2 for the free case.
Theorem 6. A pattern with a single interaction happening between two incoming and two
outgoing fields of the same network node v leads at most to the same face number Ω˜ as in a
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Figure 11. Stranded graph of a local pattern with an interaction happening at the network node
v. After relabeling of the network copies, the first two incoming copies of v participate in the
interaction and a further permutation p¯i ensures the generality of the process.
maximal case of the free theory. For the face number Ω˜ to reach the maximum, there must
be a pattern of the free theory maximizing Ω˜, such that v is incident to a link in the domain
wall σ.
Proof. Let v ∈ V be an arbitrary node in a network and its neighbors given by u1, u2, u3
connected with a link affecting the argument of v with the respective index (1, 2, 3). The
by (5.1) chosen interaction block V connects only strands of the same argument index i,
which again enables us to decompose the number of strands into separate link contributions,
dependent on the local processes {pii} at the neighboring nodes. Let us assume the fields
participating in the interaction process are of the first two copies, where a permutation
operator to the symbol p¯i acts on the outgoing fields (figure 11). It is sufficient to discuss
just this case, since we can renumber the copy index of the network, thus each p¯i represents(
N
2
)
equivalent interaction processes.
We assume now for a given p¯i a higher face number than for all reference free propaga-
tions at v with symbol pi, including the choice pi = p¯i. The additional faces in the interacting
case must result from link contributions with field indices 2 and 3 since the link contribution
with index 1 is in both cases given by χ(p¯i ◦ pi−11 ).
For the link 3 to contribute not less in the interacting case than in the free case, p¯i ◦pi−13
must contain a cycle including positions 1 and 2, since only in that case the interaction of
the index 3 does not decrease the number of cycles in p¯i ◦ pi−13 compared to the free case.
Link 2 contributes in the interacting case by one more than in the free case if and only if
the additional action of F2 ⊗ IN−2 increases the number of cycles, that is, if and only if in
p¯i ◦ pi−12 the positions 1 and 2 are included in a cycle.
We consider now the choice pi = (F2 ⊗ IN−2) ◦ p¯i for the reference free propagation.
Since p¯i ◦ pi−12 and p¯i ◦ pi−13 contain cycles connecting the first two positions, in pi ◦ pi−12 and
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pi ◦ pi−12 the first two positions are in different cycles, thus it holds:
χ(pi ◦ pi−12 ) = χ(p¯i ◦ pi−12 ) + 1 , χ(pi ◦ pi−13 ) = χ(p¯i ◦ pi−13 ) + 1 , (5.2)
χ(pi ◦ pi−11 ) ≥ χ(p¯i ◦ pi−11 )− 1 (5.3)
⇒
3∑
i=1
χ(pi ◦ pi−1i ) ≥
3∑
i=1
χ(p¯i ◦ pi−1i ) + 1 (5.4)
The choice pi = (F2⊗ IN−2) ◦ p¯i for a free reference process results thus at least in the same
face number compared to p¯i in the interacting theory. There is thus no p¯i, such that the
associated interaction process leads to a higher face number Ω˜ compared to all other free
propagations.
Furthermore, there is no interaction pattern maximizing Ω˜ in case of pi1 = pi2 = pi3,
since at most N − 1 closed strands correspond to the index 3 in an interaction pattern,
whereas a free propagation with pi = pi1 would result in N closed strands corresponding to
each index. Hence, if at v an interaction process leads to a maximal face number Ω˜, there
must be a different propagation process at two neighbors of v, thus v would be incident to
a domain wall σ in a reference pattern in the free theory.
Since for the boundary situation of Z(N)0 no domain walls appear in free permutation
pattern maximizing Ω˜, local interaction can only lead to maximal face numbers in the
situation Z(N)A . From the proof of theorem 6 we identify 2
(
N
2
)
possible interaction processes
happening at one of the 2|σmin| nodes incident to the minimal surface σmin, which maximize
the face number Ω˜. For the case of symmetric network states under study, these patterns
will not result in an increasing divergence degree compared to the free patterns, as we will
show in the following.
Theorem 7. A pattern with a single interaction happening between two incoming and two
outgoing fields of the same network node v has at most the same divergence degree Ω as in a
reference case of the free theory, where the interaction at v is replaced by a free propagation.
Proof. Let us again model the interaction process at v by p¯i, as sketched in figure 11. From
theorem 6 we already know, that the face number Ω˜ of the diagram with an interaction
does not exceed the degree of a reference free propagation happening at v. In the free
propagating case there are two gauge parameters associated with the first two node copies,
thus at most two evaluations of delta functions can be induced by them.
Let us now assume, that the interaction process leads to a higher divergence degree
than for all replacements by free propagations, which implies that there can be at most
one evaluation of delta functions induced by the interaction block. Since all delta functions
associated with one network link can always be evaluated, the symbol p¯i−1 ◦ pi1 would have
a cycle containing the first two indices and the symbol p¯i−1 ◦ pi2 would not. But then a
replacement of p¯i by (F2 ⊗ IN−2) ◦ p¯i would increase the number of faces by two. If our
assumption of maximal divergence was correct, there have to be at least three evaluations
in the modified interaction process, such that the modified process does not exceed the
divergence degree. But the modified interaction process cannot be maximal divergent with
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three evaluations since we find a reference free propagation with at least the same face
number and at most two evaluations.
Theorem 7 enables us to follow the previous arguments in the optimization of the face
number Ω˜, since the divergence degree of patterns in the free theory cannot be increased by
local modifications with interaction processes. We thus just consider the pattern in the free
theory, which maximizes the divergence degree Ω, and study the impact of the modification
by a local interaction process. Since only in this case the face number can stay constant,
the modification needs to take place at a node incident to a domain wall.
Theorem 8. Let Γ = (V,E ∪ ∂Γ) be a connected network graph, which is not coarse-
grainable to a tree and which has a unique minimal set σmin ⊂ E separating the boundary
regions A and B. Then, each diagram with a single local interaction process has a smaller
divergence degree compared to the unique maxima in the free theory.
Proof. In theorem 5 we determined the unique pattern of the free theory maximizing the
divergence degree under the same assumptions as here. The dominant pattern to Z(N)0
does not have a domain wall, thus with theorems 6 and 7 all patterns with a single local
interaction process have subleading divergence degree. Although the dominant pattern
contributing to Z(N)A contains a domain wall σmin, an interaction happening at a node
incident to σmin always results in three evaluations induced by the interaction block and
the diagram would be subleading.
Theorem 8 therefore proves for a broad class of network graphs, that the local permu-
tation pattern of the free theory are maxima of the divergence degree, also if we include
pattern with – up to one – happening interaction process. For the simple case of a single
O(λ) GFT interaction term the free theory result
E[SN (A)] ≈ |σmin| ln[δ(e)] +O( 1
δ(e)
)
is not modified. As we will discuss in the next Section, there are, however, special network
architectures, which are coarse-grainable to a tree and allow for multiple maxima of Ω, even
if the minimal surface σmin is unique.
One main point to notice about the above result is the general link between the com-
puted entropy and the divergences of the quantum amplitudes of the group field theory
model we have been using. This is important from a conceptual standpoint, as we will
discuss later on. From a more technical perspective, it is also important because the per-
turbative divergences of group field theory models are a well-explored subject [15, 58], and
in particular the divergences of topological GFTs, as the Boulatov mode we have used, are
well-understood [8, 10, 11, 16, 28] They are associated to 3-cells of the 3d cellular complex
identified by each GFT Feynman diagram, or to the vertices of the dual 3d simplicial com-
plex, and they have been fully classified. Such generic divergences do not appear in our
calculation, however, because Feynman diagrams at order λ only involve a single interaction
vertex and no bubble (in fact, there is no real 3d dynamics at such linear order, even in the
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sense of topological gravity, thus any physical interpretation of our present result should be
attempted with caution), but it is clear that they will become crucial when going beyond
this crude approximation, and that the technical tools to do so are already available.
Concerning the same perturbative approximation of the underlying GFT model that we
have relied on (and that the whole spin foam literature, for example, relies on too), another
important cautionary remark should be made. Assuming it is tantamount to assuming that
the quantity we are trying to evaluate is analytic in the GFT coupling constant, and thus
well approximated already at low orders. From the point of view of spacetime structures,
this means assuming that their role is well approximated by simple cellular complex (made
of few vertices, edges, faces etc), before any coarse-graining of the same complexes, and of
the associated quantum amplitudes. This may not be the case. In fact, it is not expected to
be the case in much GFT (and tensor models) literature, where instead the goal is to extract
emergent continuum gravitational (thus geometric) physics from the collective behavior of
the underlying microscopic degrees of freedom [46, 49, 50, 59, 60]. If the relation between
the Renyi entropy of our states and the divergences of the underlying GFT is generic, as we
expect, the former is probably not analytic in the coupling constant, and its value will be
dictated by the most divergent contributions to the Feynman expansion of the GFT model,
which are obviously growing with the number of interaction vertices involved, thus it will
be ultimately dominated by higher powers of λ. This is one more reason to go beyond the
approximation adopted in the present work.
5.3 Networks coarse-grainable to a tree
We recall the upper bound (4.11) of the divergence degree in case of free local propagations,
where neighboring nodes with same propagation pattern were coarse-grained to regions m.
It has been shown in Section 4.2 and 5.2, that up to the linear order of the interaction a
pattern is maximal divergent if and only if for this upper bound is maximal and straight. A
maximum of the upper bound is attained for the pattern also maximizing the face number
Ω˜, which consists of a single region with I in the boudary case of Z(N)0 and an additional
region with F in case of Z(N)A . Derivations from this pattern result in the same upper bound
(4.11), only if the following stays constant:
−
∑
mm˜
Emm˜d(pim, pim˜) +
∑
mm˜∈T c
d(pim, pim˜) (5.5)
In case of multiple minimal surfaces σmin this bound stays constant for the pattern discussed
in Appendix A, where T c, which is the minimal subgraph along which all associated gauge
freedoms are evaluated, increases.
If the minimal surface σmin is unique, (5.5) can just attain further maxima in both
boundary situations, if the decrease of the first term is compensated by the increase of the
second. However, since Emm˜ ≥ 1 for (m, m˜) ∈ T c, this directly implies a tree structure
of the coarse-grained graph. As sketched in figure 12, we thus find further maximal upper
bounds (5.5) in case of a network graph, which is coarse-grainable to a tree. The number
of maxima of the bound (5.5) is furthermore equal in the boundary situation of Z(N)0 and
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Figure 12. Network with a tree structure after a coarse-graining procedure. The special topology
enables maximal divergent patterns with arbitrary symbol pim.
Z
(N)
A . Since in each case all delta functions associated with the links between different
regions will drop out in the amplitude (3.11) by parameter evaluation, the choice of the
permutation symbol at each region does not modify Ω. The less amount of faces in this
case is compensated by a remaining freedom of the parameter hm in each region of the
coarse-grained tree structure.
We can exploit the independence of the divergence degree Ω on the links connecting the
coarse-grained tree to construct maximal divergent pattern with a local interaction. Let us
therefore assume the region with symbol pi1 consisting just of one network node u. Since in
this case all links incident to u do not contribute to the divergence degree, any local process
happening at u, thus also interaction processes, result in a maximal divergent diagram.
6 Discussion
6.1 Entanglement and geometry
Symmetric group field networks carrying discrete geometries in their spin-network decompo-
sition were taken as a state class of central interest. Along with the pre-geometric interpre-
tation of the fundamental quanta of a group field theory [48], we understand such network
states as a collection of abstract quanta of space connected by entanglement patterns par-
tially reflecting symmetry and topology of a quantum discrete geometries [9, 17, 25]. In
this picture, the quantum-many-body approach to quantum geometry has allowed to im-
port new quantitative tools to investigate the behavior of the quantum geometry states
in non-perturbative quantum gravity [33]. As an explicit example in this sense, the Ryu-
Takayanagi formula, generally intended as a proportionality between entanglement entropies
of boundary states to the surface of minimal areas in a dual bulk state [57], can be used as
a guiding principle to select states with an interesting semiclassical limit [31].
The kinematic states associates to quantum geometries in the background independent
approach to Quantum Gravity [3] consist of spin-network states with the structure of a
tensor network. Tensorial entanglement and building of discrete geometries by network
states have a natural correspondence, made precise in [18]. It is however not clear from
first principles if the geometric interpretation of holographic network models in terms of
the Ryu-Takayanagi formula is reflected by such discrete geometries. A connection between
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spin-networks and holography is established in [33], where network states representing the
holographic duality are derived from a coarse-graining of spin-network states. Spin networks
are thereby representing bulk degrees of freedom, where the coarse-grained tensor network
represents the boundary state. Also within this setup, the Ryu-Takayanagi proposal holds
in the semiclassical regime provided by a limit of increasing scale in the coarse-graining
procedure [33].
A crucial ingredient for establishing the holographic properties of such network states
in quantum gravity states may be found in the random character of the tensor networks, as
suggested in [37]. The group-field theoretic derivation for the typical entanglement entropy
for a generalized open spin-network, as given in [18] points in this direction. The underlying
assumptions of a free theory and independent averaging at each network node capture just a
small corner of possible amplitudes, nevertheless we find further evidence for the dominance
of this corner in this work.
We were able to prove the validity of the independence assumption within a class
of cases in Section 4.1. However, the central new aspect faced in this work consists in
the computation of the correction terms to the entanglement entropy possibly induced
by deviations from the Gaussian random tensor description, introduced by considering an
interacting group field theory, hence a polynomially perturbed Gaussian measure for the
tensor fields. Building on theorem 7 and two assumptions on the network graph, which
is not coarse-grainable to a tree and possesses a unique minimal surface, the main result
of the work consists in the proof, in theorem 8, that the linear order correction of the
perturbation series produces no leading amplitudes in the average of Z(N)0 and Z
(N)
A , thus
the Ryu-Takayanagi formula is not modified.
The arguments used are strongly based on the dominance of the stranded Feynman
diagram by the contraction structure (figure 4), which is fixed by the network topology
and the boundary conditions of the variables. Already at the level of the free theory, it
would be interesting to see what changes if the kinetic term is modified from a simple delta
function to something more general. For higher order perturbations, on the other hands,
the diagrams will be dominated by the bulk structure, given by interaction vertices, and we
expect significant changes in the leading order amplitudes. To calculate the impact of these
sectors, one needs to control the divergent degrees of such diagrams, similarly to what has
been done in previous renormalization studies [11].
One interesting general feature of our results is the relation we found between the
Renyi entropy and the (perturbative) divergences of the GFT model within which this is
computed. This implies a direct link between continuum physics and geometry, to the
extent to which it is captured by the Renyi entropy and the Ryu-Takayanagi formula,
and the renormalization group flow of the fundamental quantum gravity model, thus the
collective, many-body physics of its basic entities. Beyond the technical points we have
already discussed, this relation is evocative of (and clearly consistent with) the general
perspective that sees continuum spacetime and geometry as emergent from the collective
behavior of the fundamental quantum gravity degrees of freedom encoded in these models.
This perspective, indeed, motivates a large part of the literature and in particular the
one concerned with GFT renormalization (both perturbative and non-perturbative). Such
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overall coherence between the specific GFT realization of the emergent spacetime (and
geometry) perspective and the ideas inspiring the ‘geometry from entanglement’scenario,
within which the Ryu-Takayanagi result plays such an important role, is very remarkable,
albeit still tentative. We take it as a further motivation to proceed along the research
direction followed in the present work.
6.2 Modification of the holographic entanglement scaling
Finally, an interesting remark concerns the role of symmetry in this result. Along with the
result obtained in [18], throughout the work we have treated the network states and their
entanglement variables on the base of a probabilistic distribution on group fields satisfying
a symmetry constraint. Although the symmetry constraint is important for a reformulation
of group field networks in terms of spin-network states [18], dropping it offers an interesting
perspective on their statistics. By considering analogous probability measures on more
general group fields, that do not satisfy the closure constraint discussed in Section 2.4 and
therefore defining an action by a propagation and interaction kernel by dropping the gauge
integrations in (3.8) and (5.1) one finds:
Knon-sym(g1, ..., gd, g1, ..., gd) =
d∏
i=1
δ(gi ◦ g−1i ) (6.1)
Vnon-sym({g(1)i }{g(2)i }{g(1)i }{g(2)i }) =δ(g(1)1 , g(1)1 )δ(g(1)2 , g(2)2 )δ(g(1)3 , g(2)3 )
δ(g
(2)
1 , g
(2)
1 )δ(g
(2)
2 , g
(1)
2 )δ(g
(1)
3 , g
(2)
3 ) (6.2)
Both kernels thus remain the combinatorial structure with the only difference lying in the
missing group averaging with respect to gauge parameters h, which would enforce symmetry
properties. The expectation values Enon-sym[Z
(N)
A/0], now averaging on general group fields,
are analogously expanded into stranded graphs as in figure 4. Without integration of the
gauge parameters, which amounts to already trivial face holonomies, the amplitudes of
stranded graphs G reduces to:
A[G] =
∏
f∈G
δ(e) = δ(e)Ω˜[G] (6.3)
The divergent degree of any diagram equals the face number Ω˜[G] and we can directly apply
theorems 2, 3, 4 and 6 to determine the asymptotic behavior of Enon-sym[Z
(N)
A/0]. Assuming a
network graph Γ = (V,E ∪ ∂Γ) with a disjoint partition A∪B = ∂Γ such that the minimal
surface σmin is unique and the graph cannot be coarse-grained to a tree, in the sector of
local averaging one finds
Enon-sym[Z
(N)
A ] =
[
1 + 2λ
(
N
2
)
|σmin|+O(λ)2)
] [
1 +O 1
δ(e)
)
]
δ(e)|V |−(N−1)|σmin| (6.4)
Enon-sym[Z
(N)
0 ] =δ(e)
|V | (6.5)
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The expected Nth Rènyi entanglement entropy (3.9) is thus estimated as:
Enon-sym[SN (ρA)] ≈ ln[δ(e)]|σmin| −
ln
[
1 + 2λ
(
N
2
)] |σmin|]
N − 1 (6.6)
≈|σmin| [ln[δ(e)]− λN ] (6.7)
In the non-symmetric case the linear order correction modifies the asymptotical scaling
of the Rènyi entanglement entropy with the area of a minimal surface and establishes
therefore a new Ryu-Takayanagi proportionality [62]. The von-Neumann entropy S(A) [40]
corresponds to the limit N → 1 the Rènyi entropy, where the proportionality gets in facts
corrected by the coupling constant λ of the perturbed group field theory. The active role of
the GFT dynamics in the rescaling of the area proportionality factor is intriguing. A more
refined analysis of the modified holographic entanglement scaling consists an interesting
quesiton for further investigation.
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A Networks with multiple maxima of the face number in the free theory
The unique pattern maximizing the face number Ω˜ in the boundary conditions of Z(N)0 is
with theorem 2 the association of I to each node. For the different boundary conditions of
Z
(N)
A theorem 4 identifies the unique maximum of Ω˜ with additional assumption of a unique
minimal surfaces σmin separating the regions A and B. Dropping this assumption can give
rise to different maxima, if the inequalities (4.4,4.5) hold straight. All links between nodes
with different permutation symbols have therefore to be included in |σmin| disjoint paths
Pk between boundary A and B and the triangle equation needs to hold straight for the
permutations along each path. This directly implies the separation of the network into
regions of constant permutations by different minimal surfaces σmin.
An example of a sequence of permutation symbols (pii)N−1i=0 ⊂ SN , for which the inequal-
ity (4.5) holds straight, is the combination of the cyclic element FN−i ∈ SN−i permuting
the first N − i copies with the trivial element I ∈ Si for the last i copies:
pii := FN−i ⊗ Ii ∈ SN (A.1)
Since d(pii, pij) = j − i holds for this sequence, we have for a collection of indices 0 = i1 ≤
i2 ≤ ... ≤ il = N − 1:
l∑
k=1
d(piik , piik+1) = (N − 1) = d(F, I) (A.2)
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pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4F I
σ
(1)
min σ
(2)
min σ
(3)
min σ
(4)
min σ
(5)
min
Figure 13. Coarse-grained network with multiple minimal surfaces σmin. If the regions of a
permutation pattern are separated by minimal surfaces and the triangle equation holds straigt for
the associated permutation processes, the face number is maximial.
With this the triangle equations (4.5) would hold straight for a path Pk along nodes with
permutation symbols piik . A pattern with maximal face number Ω˜, sketched in figure 13, is
thus given by from A to B numerated regions separated by different choices of σmin, where
elements of the sequence {piik} determine the local propagations. The number of such pat-
terns depends besides the number of different minimal surfaces also on their arrangement,
since this determines the connectivity of the resulting regions and thus influence the tri-
angle equations to be staten along the disjoint paths. However, a multitude of c different
maximal divergent diagrams contributing to the expectation of Z(N)A results in an offset of
ln[c]
N−1 in the entanglement entropy (4.12). Since the offset is independent from the leg space
dimension D, a multitude of different maximal pattern does not influence the asymptotic
entanglement entropy in the limit of high D.
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